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Summary. Sparse representations are becoming an increasingly useful tool in the
analysis of musical audio signals. In this paper we will given an overview of work by
ourselves and others in this area, to give a flavour of the work being undertaken, and
to give some pointers for further information about this interesting and challenging
research topic.

1 Introduction
Musical audio signals contain a large amount of underlying structure, due
to the process through which music is generated. Human hearing is usually
very good at analysing the structure of audio signals, a process known as
auditory scene analysis [8]. To build machines able to analyse audio signals,
one approach would be to build in knowledge about human hearing into a
computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) system [10]. For example, a
blackboard system could be used to integrate knowledge sources concerned
with tracking particular frequency ‘partials’ into hypotheses about the notes
present in a musical signal [5, 24].
In contrast, in this paper we adopt a data-driven approach. Here we use
information about the statistics of musical audio signals to perform our analysis. In particular, we describe an approach to musical audio analysis based
on a search for sparse representations, where any coefficient in such a representation has only a small probability of being far from zero [11, 27].
For music, it is not surprising that a musical audio signal would be generated from a small number of possible notes active at any one time, and
hence allow a sparse representation [7, 30]. For example, for a standard piano
there are 88 possible notes that could be played, with each note producing a
particular sound at a particular pitch. However, in most piano pieces only a
few (e.g. up to 4–6) of the notes are played at any one time, typically limited
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by the chords (sets of simultaneous notes) desired by the composer, as well as
the physical limit on the number of fingers available to the pianist [29]. This
leads to the idea that music is sparse, in the sense that at a given time instant
most of the available notes are not sounding.
Recently a number of techniques have been developed which aim to find
sparse representations of signals and data [9, 12, 15, 23]. If we apply these
techniques to analysing musical signals we may be able to recover the sparse
‘objects’ that produced the musical audio signal. Such a sparse representation
could be applied to automatic music transcription (identifying the notes from
the musical audio), source separation, or efficient coding of musical audio.
In this paper we will given an overview of work by ourselves and others
in this area, to give a flavour of the work being undertaken, and to give some
pointers for further information. The paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we describe a probabilistic approach to inference of sparse components and
learning of a representation dictionary, and in Section 3 we show some applications to music transcription, for both synthesized harpsichord music and
real piano music. Finally, in Section 4 we mention the application of sparse
representations to source separation, before concluding.

2 Finding Sparse Representations
2.1 Linear Generative Model
Suppose that we have a sequence of observation vectors x = (x1 , . . . , xm )T
where we assume that each representation vector x can be approximately
represented using a linear generative process
x ≈ As =

n
X

aj sj

(1)

j=1

where A is an m×n dictionary matrix, and s is a vector of source components
sj . We typically interpret (1) as telling us that x is approximately given by a
linear superposition of scaled basis vectors aj , with the corresponding scaling
coefficients given by sj . In our musical interpretation, x might be a shorttime Fourier transform (STFT) power spectrum, approximately composed of
scaled amounts of the spectra aj of the musical notes available in the piece.
The task is then to infer the amounts sj of each note present, given the STFT
power spectrum x.
If the dictionary A is known, and we have the same number of source
components sj as the number of observation components xi (i.e. n = m),
then if A is invertible we can exactly solve (1) for s giving s = A−1 x. If
we have fewer source components than observations (n < m), we cannot
guarantee to find an exact solution to (1), but we can find a least square
approximation using the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse A† = (AT A)−1 AT
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to give ŝ = A† x [14]. If the number of source components is more than the
number of observations, n > m, then we have an overcomplete system. In this
case, and if A has full rank m, there is a whole (n − m)-dimensional subspace
of possible solution vectors s which solve x = As. We could, for example,
choose any m linearly independent columns from A, and form those into the
m×m matrix Ã. This would give us s̃ = Ã−1 x for the vector of corresponding
elements of s, with the remaining elements of s set to zero. However, none of
these approaches yet incorporate our requirement for the source components
sj to be sparse.
2.2 Inference of Source Components
To build in the required sparsity, we invoke a probabilistic approach [21, 3].
We assume the source components sj are independent, each with a probability
density p(sj ) peaked around zero. We suppose the observation vector x is
generated according to
x = As + e
(2)
where e = (e1 , . . . , em )T = x − As is a random vector of zero mean additive
Gaussian noise. This implies a conditional density for x of
s


1 T
det Λe
exp − e Λe e
(3)
p(x|A, s) =
(2π)m
2
where Λe = heeT i−1 is the inverse noise covariance.
With A and s assumed independent, for the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimate ŝ of s given A and x we need
ŝ = arg max log p(s|A, x)
s

= arg max log p(x|A, s) + log p(s) + constant.
s

(4)
(5)

Typically we assume equal variance noise heeT i = σe2 I giving
log p(x|A, s) = −

1
2
kek2 + constant
2σe2

(6)

and
Q the sources components are independent with joint density p(s) =
j p(sj ) leading to
ŝ = arg max −
s

X
1
2
+
kx
−
Ask
log p(sj )
2
2σe2
j

(7)

where the priors p(sj ) are assumed to be more strongly peaked and heavytailed than a Gaussian. Equation (7) can be interpreted as a trade-off be2
tween preserving information (minimizing kx − Ask2 ) and maximizing sparsity (minimizing log p(sj )) [27]. Equation (7) can be solved using gradient descent, and we have also used a special algorithm designed for sharply-peaked
priors [3].
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A common choice for p(sj ) is to use a Laplacian prior p(sj ) ∝ e−|sj | , so
that log p(sj ) = −|sj | + constant, giving the special case [23, 9]
X
1
2
ŝ = arg min kx − Ask2 + σe2
|sj |
s 2
j
1
2
= arg min kx − Ask2 + σe2 ksk1
s 2

(8)
(9)

which has a particularly convenient structure that can be solved by modern
quadratic programming methods [9, 13].
As the assumed noise variance σe2 is increased, these algorithms have a
greater tendency to reduce the representation size ksk1 while permitting in2
creased error kx − Ask2 . This leads to a ‘shrinkage’ effect in the representations [18] related to the Lasso regression method [32].
2.3 Dictionary Learning
In some cases the dictionary A is given, such as an overcomplete (n > m)
dictionary composed of unions of orthonormal bases [16]. However, in many
of the cases we are interested in we wish to construct a dictionary A which
is adapted to a set of observed vectors X = [x(1) , x(2) , . . .]. We might like to
find the maximum likelihood estimate
ÂML = arg maxhlog p(x|A)iX
A

(10)

where h·iX represents the mean over the set of observations X. There are
practical
difficulties with integrating out the hidden variables s in p(x|A) =
R
p(x|A, s)p(s)ds [21]. Under certain assumptions, gradient ascent methods
lead to update rules such as those by Olshausen and Field [27]
A ← A + ηh(x − Aŝ)ŝT iX

(11)

or Lewicki and Sejnowski [23]
A ← A + ηAhγ(ŝ)ŝT − IiX

(12)

where γ(s) = −∇ log p(s) is the negative gradient of the log prior. We have
ourselves introduced a ‘decay when active’ modification to (12) for priors
including an ‘exactly zero’ element [3]. For details of other dictionary learning
algorithms see e.g. [21].

3 Sparse Representations for Music Transcription
3.1 Sparse Coding of Synthesized Spectra
The sparse coding approach outlined above can discover a dictionary and
a sparse representation that show a correspondence to the activity of notes
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playing during a musical piece. In one experiment, we analysed a MIDI synthesized version of Bach’s Partita in A Minor, BWV827, sampled from audio
at 11025 Hz, digitized at 16 bits per sample, with the signal amplitude normalized over a 5 s timescale. STFT frames of 512 samples (46ms) with 50%
overlap were generated from the sampled audio, with the magnitudes of the
first 256 STFT bins of each frame forming the observed vector x. We chose
a ‘sparsified Laplacian’ prior p(sj ) and a corresponding tailored ‘active set’
optimizer to find the sparse solutions to (7). For the dictionary, a 256 × 96
matrix A was initialized to a diagonal matrix with 1s on the diagonal, and
a mixture of algorithms (11) and (12) were used to learn the dictionary. For
more details of the method see [3].
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Fig. 1. Dictionary matrix A after learning (a), with (b) the original spectrum
sequence x (top) decomposed to the sparse representation ŝ (bottom).

After learning, some of the dictionary vectors had decayed to zero, leaving
54 non-zero vectors (Fig. 1(a)). Fig. 1(b) clearly shows that the spectrum
sequence x has been decomposed into a much sparser sequence ŝ. On average,
the source components are non-zero about 5% of the time. Comparing to the
original MIDI, 94.3% of the 4684 notes in the evaluation set were correctly
detected (allowing for 50ms tolerance), while 2.2% of the notes were false
positives that were not present in the original. Fig. 2 shows an example of
a spectrum corresponding to a three-note chord being approximated by a
weighted sum of dictionary vectors.
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Fig. 2. A three note chord original spectrum (a) decomposed into (b) three weighted
dictionary spectra, which combine to give the reconstruction (c).

3.2 Real Piano
We used a similar method to investigate sparse representations of real piano
recordings [3]. For these real recordings, we found that individual notes were
no longer represented mostly as single vectors, as in the synthesized harpsichord, but that a larger dictionary (e.g. 256 × 256) would allocate several
dictionary vectors to represent each note. Fig. 3 shows the spectra of one
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Fig. 3. Pitch group of E♭5 obtained from sparse coding of real piano spectra, showing
(left) the spectra of the pitch group elements, and (right) the activation of each
element during playing of a note.

of these ‘pitch groups’. Some musical instruments such as the piano have a
tendency to produce ‘bright’ notes, containing high frequencies, when first
played, which change in timbre (spectral content) as the notes progress. It appears that the pitch groups are being used to represent this changing spectral
content as each note is played (Fig. 3) [3].
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3.3 Sparse Coding Variations
Assuming that power spectra are constrained to be positive, and that notes
make a positive contribution to the total power spectra, we can build in further
constraints. In fact, it is possible to tackle this problem using the positivity
condition alone, by searching for positive matrices A and S which approximately factorize the observation sequence matrix using nonnegative matrix
factorization (NMF) [22]. Lee and Seung [22] give algorithms to find a pair of
nonnegative matrices A and S in
X ≈ AS

(13)

that minimize some distortion between AS and X. Hoyer [17] added a ‘sparsity’ factor to the optimization that tends to produce nonnegative matrix
factors with sparse S.
For the particular case of power spectra, we also developed a non-negative
sparse coding (NNSC) method by constructing a slightly different generative
model [2]. Here we consider that a set of time-dependent variances is generated
according to
v = As
(14)
where v = (v1 , . . . , vm ) is a vector of power spectrum variances, A is a matrix
whose column vectors are the power spectra of the different sources, and s is
the vector of source strengths. The observed power spectrum bin value xi is
the mean square of d = 2 (real plus imaginary) frequency bin variables with
variances vi . Thus xi has a gamma distribution, with probability density [2]
p(xi |vi ) =

1
xi Γ (d/2)



d xi
·
2 vi

d/2



d xi
exp − ·
2 vi

(15)

with d = 2, and where Γ (·) is the gamma function. To find the MAP estimate
ŝ we derive a multiplicative learning rule [2, 30]
P
/v )
i (aij /vi )(x
Pi i
sj ← sj
1≤j≤n
(16)
(2/d)φ(sj ) + i (aij /vi )

where φ(sj ) = − dsdj log p(sj ). Similarly, to search for a maximum likelihood
estimate for the dictionary we eventually derive the learning rule

η
h(xi /vi )(sj /vi )iX
Step 1: aij ← aij
1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n (17a)
hsj /vi iX
Step 2:

aj ← aj /||aj ||2

1 ≤ j ≤ n (17b)

where 0 < η < 1 is an update factor. The second step ensures the columns of
A retain unit 2-norm [2].
As an alternative to the frequency-domain sparse coding methods, we have
also developed a time-domain shift-invariant sparse coder (SISC) [6]. Here we
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return to the mixing model (2), but this time x is a time-domain frame and
the dictionary matrix A contains time-shifted versions of ‘mother’ dictionary
vectors. Due to the shift-invariant nature of A we can take advantage of Fast
Convolution. Nevertheless, the large size of the model does mean that we
typically need to use some heuristic methods, such as a subset selection step,
to speed up our searching. For full details see [6].
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Fig. 4. Decomposition coefficients for the first 25s of the piece, found with (a)
time-domain sparse coding, (b) the spectral-domain non-negative sparse coding,
and (c) nonnegative matrix factorization with (d) showing the original MIDI score
for comparison (50 beats = 25s at 120 bpm). Dictionary atoms have been ordered
semi-automatically, and values corresponding to unpitched dictionary elements are
omitted. For the time-domain method, the activities are rectified for display.

Figure 4 compares these alternative sparse decomposition methods applied
to a recording of Beethoven’s Bagatelle, Opus 33 No. 1 in E♭ Major. To give
us a MIDI reference, but at the same time producing a ‘real’ piano sound, we
used a MIDI-controlled acoustic piano to produce the musical audio.
We can see that all of these methods generate some decomposition of the
signal that is related to the original MIDI sore. We also find both the NNSC
and time domain SISC methods result in ‘pitch groups’ of several dictionary
atoms corresponding to any given note. The time-domain representation produces sparse ‘spikes’ in time as well as across dictionary elements, reminiscent
of the spikes found in biological neural systems [28]
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4 Source Separation
We can also use sparse coding methods for source separation problems. In
the simplest case we have our mixing model (2) where x is our vector of m
observations, A is an unknown mixing matrix we wish to identify, and s is a
vector of n source signals we wish to extract. For the noiseless case (e = 0)
and with n = m we can use independent component analysis (ICA) [4] to
identify and invert the matrix.
However, if there are more sources than observations (n > m) then again
a linear matrix inversion is insufficient to recover the source vector s. Instead,
we can use a sparse representation approach. For example, by transforming
into the frequency domain, many audio signals (particularly speech) have a
very sparse representation. Often only one source will have significant activity
in a given time-frequency (TF) bin, allowing the sources to be extracted [7].
When one source always dominates, we can use time-frequency masking to
extract each of the sources, whereby the activity in each TF bin is allocated
to the source that dominates in that bin. The sources are then reconstructed
from the active TF bins allocated to that source, with zero assumed for all
other TF bins for that source. One well-known method using this approach
is the DUET algorithm [20]. For further discussion of this and other audio
source separation methods see e.g. [26, 33].
The success of these methods depends on the sparsity of the representation. One way to get as sparse a representation as possible is to learn a
set of transforms which are tailored to the data: for separation of convolved
sources (those with time delay and reverberation) we have used a sparse ICA
algorithm [1, 19] to directly learn basis vectors from the stereo signals. The

Fig. 5. Examples of stereo basis functions extracted with the sparse ICA algorithm.

relative delays visible on the basis vectors examples in Fig. 5 illustrate that
the information about the delays in the mixing process has been incorporated
into the basis vectors.
We are also investigating methods which promote sparsity but avoid having to learn the dictionary matrix A. For example, we have investigated the
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use of a cosine packet tree adapted to maximize the sparsity of the signal
representation. We found that this can give better separation results when
compared to e.g. the STFT as used in the DUET algorithm [25].
Finally, we should mention that sparse time-frequency or transform methods have also been applied to audio source separation from single channel
audio, relying on the non-negativity of the spectrum. This is a very challenging problem, although some progress has been made for simple musical audio
signals [31, 34, 35].

5 Conclusions
Sparse representations are becoming an increasingly useful tool in the analysis
of musical audio signals. With musical signals generated from a sparse process,
having only a small number of ‘active’ notes at any one time, it is natural to
try to find a representation in which this sparsity can be exploited.
For a linear generative model x = As we have described a probabilistic
approach to estimating sparse source component s, and to learning a suitable
dictionary matrix A from the data. We have described the application of this
sparse coding method to the problem of music transcription, and have seen
that there are a variety of related sparse coding methods available, including
extraction of spiking representations by exploiting sparsity in the time domain.
We have also mentioned the application of sparse representations in audio
source separation from multiple or single channels.
There is much further work still to be done in this interesting and challenging area, and we believe that sparse representations have significant potential
for further applications in analysis, transcription, and encoding of musical
audio.
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